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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Movement or motor activity is the very essence of
existence and a major component of the preschool child's
life.

When young children are learning to move, they are

constantly experimenting, exploring, making decisions, and
creating in accordance wiih their past experiences.

The de-

velopment which occurs during these early years is an important facilitator and determinant of later cognitive, affective, and psychomotor development (Block, 1977; McClenaghan & Gallahue, 1978; Luebke, 1981).

According to Hymes

(1968), "The day will soon come when all children will have

the chance to begin their schooling in 'first grade' and the
first grade will be for three-year-olds to third grade'' (p.
3).

Physical activity is necessary to support normal growth
in children.

Such early motor experiences have been consid-

ered so valuable in the developmental process of the young
child that UNESCO passed the following declaration:
individual, whatever his ultimate role in society,
needs in his growing years a due balance of intellectual, physical, moral and aesthetic development which
must be reflected in the 8ducational curriculum ar.d
timetaole .
. Between one-third and one-sixth of
l'di
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·the total timetable should be
tivity." ·(1964, p. 1)
Although few,

de~9ted

to physical ac-

if any, of the motor skills of early

childhood can be classified as specific sport skills, they
form the foundation for the fine and gross motor skills refined during the school years.

Thus, the young child needs

a wide range of early sensory and

mqtq~

experiences if he is

to develop a broad repertoire of movement patterns for use
in sport participation later in life (Rarick, 1976).
Despite the fact that authorities from ,diverse educational fields agree on the importance of early motor

act1v-~

ities for the preschool child, many assumptions about the
movement capabilities and needs of young children have not:
been verified by research.

In fact, very little research of

consequence has been done with this population and experi_;
ence continues to be our guide (Flinchum, 1'975; Rarick,
1976).

According to Cratty (1969) and Rarick (1980), studies
are needed on the movement capabilities of . young children,
especially those examining the emergence

o~motor

patterns.

Research is also needed that is related to the motor learni n g a b i 1 it i e s of t he c h i 1 d age 3 t h r o u g h 1 5 .

When such

r"

e -·

search has been completed, and our assumptions are replaced
with facts, quality motor programs can be designed and imp 1 em e n ted in p r c s c h o o 1 and e 1 e men t a. r· y cur P i c u 1 u ms .
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Purpose

o~

the Study

The purpose of this study was to compare the gross motor performance of children who had received previous physical education instruction with children who had not received
previous physical education instruction.
Statement of the Problem
The problem was to investigate the status of three motor performance components (running, throwing, and skipping)
of 6-year-old first-grade children who had received physical
education instruction in the Lamplighter School Inc., Dallas,
Texas, with that of 6-year-old first-grade children in the
Rayburn Elementary School, Grand Prairie, Texas, who had not
received previous physical education instruction.
subjects comprised each group.

Thirty

Data were collected through

the administration of the Ohio State University Scale of
Intra-Gross Motor Assessment (OSU-SIGMA) (Loovis & Ersing,
1979) during the fall of 1980.

A conclusion was drawn re-

garding the effectiveness of a physical education program
upon the development of selected gross motor skills.
Definitions and/or Explanations of Terms
For the purpose of clarification, the following definitjons and/or explanations of terms were established for use
throughout the study.
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Gross Motor Performance
According to Moran and Kalakian, (t.977) ,, ·gross motor
performance skills are large muscle,activities including
virtually all locomotion and throwing skills and many striking skills.

In this study gross motor performance refers

specifically to the skills of running, throwing, and skipping.
Ohjo State University Scale of Intra-Gross Motor Assessment
(OSU-SIGMA)
The OSU-SIGMA is an assessment 'tool devised by Loovis·
and Ersing (1979) at the Ohio State University to assess the
gross motor performance of the elementary school age child.
The performance skills assessed are:

waiking, throwing,

catching, kicking, jumping, hopping, skipping, striking, and
ladder-climbing.

Only the performance skills of running,

throwing, and skipping will be used from the scale for this
study.
Physical

~u.ca tion

Instruct ion

Physical education refers to the teaching of structured
activities to a physical education class by a certified
physical education

i~structor.
I!

Preschool Motor Development

Progra~

A preschool motor development program is one in which
physical education instruction in the form of gross motor
\.:.

activities is given to 3- to 5-year-old children before they
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enter the first grade.

It .emphasizes the use of movement

activities for physical, motor, academic, cognitive, socialemotional, and perceptual development.
Hypothesis
The following hypothesis was tested at the .05 level of
significance:

There is no significant difference in the

gross motor performance scores of first-grade children who
have received previous physical education instruction and
first-grade children who have not received previous physical
education instruction.
Limitations of the

St~

The study was subject to the following limitations:
(a) 30 6-year-old first-grade students from the Lamplighter
School Inc., Dallas, Texas, where physical education instruction had been previously taught by a physical education
instructor;

(b) 30 6-year-old first-grade students from the

Rayburn Elementary School, Grand Prairie, Texas, where no
physical education instruction had been previously given;
(c) the degree to which the subjects were representative of
the population from which they were drawn;

(d) the degree to

which the subjects were motivated to perform during the
testing period;
t

(e) the degree to which the components of

he t E: s t batt e r y me as u r P. d g r o s s mo t o r· p e r f· o r man c e ;

(T'")

+... 'r-.e
•
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degr~e

of similarity of testing facilities between the two

elementary schools;

(g) the teaching ability of the certi-

fied physical education instructor of the Lamplighter School
Inc.; (h) the degree of objectivity of the test administrator and scorer; and (i) any inadvertent influence that the
investigator had on the subjects being

test~d.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
An extensive investigation of related literature revealed that the present study in no way duplicated previous
research.

The survey, in fact, revealed a lack of studies

pertaining to the gross motor ability of first-grade school
children.

The review of literature was, therefore, limited

to selected studies which were of some assistance to the
investigator in the development of this study as well as to
other professionals in elementary school physical education
who adhere to the values and importance of good motor activity programs.

The studies are presented in chronological

order.
Miller (1954) investigated the effect of instruction on
the throwing ability of 77 first-graders enrolled at the
Loch Raven Elementary School in Baltimore, Maryland.

The

purpose of the study was to determine if instruction would
improve the throwing performance of these subjects over and
above the effects produced by maturation and general practice.

The investigator employed a test of 20 overhand

throws at a target which was

9~

ft. from the throwing line.

Playground balls of 10 in. diameter were used.
7

8

Because there were statistically

significant.di~fer~

ences between the mean scores of the: boys and girls on the
first tests, the subjects were placed in four groups for" the
study:

experimental boys (n=21), experimental girls (n?18),

control boys (n=15), and control girls (n=23).

The experi-

mental groups received instruction in throwing for accuracy
for 12 weeks.
utes each.

The 26 instructional periods lasted 20 min-

Although the control groups did not receive any

training in throwing, they participated in equal time periods of play.

During these play periods,· games, which in-

volved throwing a ball were used.
The investigator collected three scoresrfor each subject.

The first score was the sum of the·.scores obtained

on two consecutive test administrations at:the beginning of
the study.

The second score was the

sumsof~the

scores ob-

tained on two consecutive test administrations at the end
of the instructional period.

The third score was obtained

from one test administration 10 days after the end of the
training period.
Miller found no significant differ>ences .between the
improvement of either the boys or the girls, although both
experirr.ental groups exhibited greater . improvement:than did
the control groups.
girls.

This was particularly true for the :

Based on these findings, Miller concluded that had·
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his study been extended over ,a

lange~

period of time, the

improvement would have been statistically significant ....
Whittle (1955) conducted a study to determine the effects of elementary school physical education upon certain
aspects of physical development, motor fitness, 1and motor
educability.

The subjects tested included 162.12-year-old

boys who were comparable in such
logical age, skeletal

age~

matu~ity~factors

as chrono-

weight, height, and Wetzel devel-

opmental leve 1.
The 81 subjects for one group were selected from Oregon
schools whose physical education programs were rated 'good'
by means of a 12-item modified form of La."P,orte's Elementary
School Score Card.

The comparison group also contained 81

boys, but who were from schools whose physical education
programs were rated 'poor'.

All subjects had to be free,

from physical abnormalities, had attended the same school
for the 3 preceding years, and had expressed a willingness
to participate in the study.
For this study Whittle used the following test batteries:

the Metheny-Johnson Test of Motor Educability,

Ro g e r ' s Ph y s i c a 1 F i t n e s s In de x Bat t e r ·Y , and.. t h e In d ian a
Physical Fitness Test for the Elementary Level.

All tests

were administered on two consecutive days during the month
of May.

The group from the good physical,· education programs
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were found to be superior to· the group ·from· the' poor 'programs. ·Such elements included basic

stren~tH,

motor

fitries~~

motor educability, and muscular explosive power.
Masche (1960) conducted a study of 48 second-grade boys
and girls in the North Winneshiek Elementary School, Decorah,
Iowa.

This study was conducted to

deter~ine

if there were

any differences in a structured program of motor skill instruction as compared to a combination of low organization
play and movement exploration in the development of motor
performance.
The subjects tested included an experimental group consisting of 24 children, 12 boys and 12

girl~~

group of 24 children, 12 boys and 12 g·irls.

and a control
the experiment-

al group was instructed in volleyball and basketball skills
for 10 weeks, while the control group participated in low
organization play and movement exploration.
Magnuson's Motor Performance Test for Elementary School
children was administered as a pretest and posttest for both
groups.

The test consisted of the following events: a ball

handling test, the broad jump, an obstacle' race, a throw for·
distance, and the stork stand.

The two groups were found to

be statistically equal in motor

perform~nce

before instruc-

tion began.
The two groups met twice weekly for a

10~week

period.
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Each. class period was 30 minutes in

l~ngi:h·

,:The control

group met for 20 lessons in which 15 :minutes!were alloted to
movement exploration and 15 minutes to low organized games.
The experimental group spent 5 weeks working on volleyball
skills and 5 weeks on basketball skills.

After 10 weeks of

instruction a posttest was administer·ed to each group.
Significant differences were found_on the posttest in
4 of the 5 events.

The experimental group scored signifi-

c an t 1 y h i g he r o n b 0 t h the broad j u mp and . t he ., s to r k s tan d at
the .05 level.

The difference in

the: 1 ba~l

handling and the

throw for distance between the two groups was significant at
the .01 level.

Again, the experimental . ;group 1 scored much

higher on these two events than did the control group.
difference on the obstacle race was

~ot.';~~atistically

The
signif-

icant.
Masche concluded that the findings of this study indicated that the experimental group made extensive improvement
from the pretest to the posttest on 4 o.( the 5 events, while
the control group made very little

impr~v~ment.

Therefo~e,

it was concluded that a structured prqgram of instruction
would challenge and interest second-grade .. students more than
a program of low organization play and move_m.ent explor•ation.
Hanson (1961) conducted a study of the overhand throw
of 36 subjects from a kindergarten class at Cr.estwood School
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in Madison, Wisconsin.

·The children were divided into an

experimental and a control group with 18 children in each
group.
Each of the subjects was given three trials on the
overhand throw.

·Flight time of the ball and the distance

traveled from the point of release to point of contact were
then measured for each trial.

A reliability check was made

by testing the children 48 hours

later.

Each of the chil-

dren was also subjectively rated by two experienced physical
education teachers on five specific phases of the throw.

The

ratings were taken during both the actual testing and pretesting periods.

A film recording of the throws was also

used during the pretest period.
The experimental group was taught physical activities
twice a week for 15 minutes during an 8-week period.

Activ-

ities included in the lessons were related to the throw and
were intended to develop a better understanding of the basis
for the movement.

Following the instructional period, the

entire group was given a posttest.

This posttest was given

by the same individuals and in the same manner as the pretest.

Ball throwing distance,

test-retest reliability, and

inter-observer objectivity were all statistically significant at the .01 level.
Hans0n (:oncluded tt1at kindergar·ten boys and girls can
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learn to modify their pattern of the overhandthrow.

In-

struction improved the children's throw for distance.

The

throwing patterns of the boys and girls in the experimental
group matured more rapidly than those ofr the control group.
Hanson also stated that girls tended to 'benefit

mor~

from

the instruction than boys, but that each,sex benefited to a
great extent.

Hanson furthered her conclusion by stating

that boys and girls develop a throwing pattern in a specific,
manner with regard to the efficiency of the pattern.

A less

rna tu re performer tends to use the trunki as, a lever, whereas,
the more mature performer can delay one segment until a more
effective time.

It was Hanson's final finding that the con-

trol group did not change appreciably in any phase of the
throw as determined by the performance and pattern measures.
Mackes (1971) conducted a study

to~determine

if there

were a sequence of emergence of the elements and deviations
in the locomotor sliding pattern.

Also studied was whether

there existed a configuration of relationships between the
number and degree of elements present and the number and
degree of deviations present in the movement pattern of
sliding.

A

pr-~liminary

study was conducted:

fa) to provide

practice in the analysis and establishment of procedures for
training of rater's,

(b) to increase inter-rater reliability,

14
and (c) to improve rater validity.

·The population foT the

preliminary study consisted of 10 elementary school children
from the Holy Cross School in Champaign, Illinois, and 5
preschool children from the Child Development Laboratory of
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Illinois.
Performances of the subjects executing the three subpatterns--forward, side, and slide on floor--of the movement
pattern of sliding for the right and left legs were evaluated
by three raters.

·A modified checklist was used to identify

the elements and deviations present after viewing the filmed
performances.
The mean performance scores of the subjects were statistically analyzed.

Based on the analysis of data, Mackes

concluded that the elements within and among the three subpatterns of the movement pattern of sliding developed in significant but varying orders.
Sinclair (1971) conducted a study:

(a) to determine

the progressive development in movement and movement patt e r n s of chi 1 d r en 2 to 6

yea~ s

of age , ( b ) t c' i dent if y gene r-

al characteristics which could be studied for appraisal of
growth and development, and (c) to study variations in movement among normal subjects 2 to 6 years old.

The study was

supported by the Virginia State Department of Education.
Subjects were from the Richmond City schools and ranged in
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age from 2 years I month to 4 years II months at the beginning-of the
mesters.

study~Which

lasted for 6 consecutive school se-

Although 133 subjects were enrolled in the study,

only 119 completed all tasks.

Subjects were classified into

the following age categories:

(a) age 2--30 subjects,

age 3--29 subjects,

(c) age 4--31 subjects,

(b)

(d) age 5---25

subjects, and {e) age 6--18 subjects.
Subjects were observed and photographed as they performed 18 to 25 movement tasks.

An analysis form adapted

from the Kephart Movement Pattern Check List was used to
analyze the movement tasks as recorded by slow motion photography.

Inter-rater reliability was established by three

authorities in the field (G. L. Rarick, B. Godfrey, and H.
Ecker-t).
Based on an analysis of data, Sinclair concluded that:
(a) meter performance and motor development vary among individuals and with age and sex, and (b) given ample opportunity and motivation, normal preschool children will perform a
variety of motor tasks successfully, similarly, and predictably.

She also concluded that a child's progress over a

period of time and his achievements and patterns, as compared with his peers, appear to be effective in the evaluation of a child's -development.

Sev€n characteristics were

identified as significant in the movement development of
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young children.

·These were:· .(a) dynamic balance,

sition and symmetry,
1 o como t ion ,

(c) total body assembly,

(b") oppo-

(d) rh·ythmic

( e ) eye-hand e f f i c i en c y··; ( f ) a g i 1 it y , an d ( g )

postural adjustment (p. 22).
Detweiler (1973) conducted a
fect of various training

~t~dy

to evaluate the ef-

upon

frequenci~s

th~

running endur-

an c e capacity of p r i mary a g e c h i 1 d r en; as r ·e f 1 e c ted by p e rformance in a 1-mile run.

{a) the dif-

Also studies were:

ferences between male and female running t'imes,

(b) the d:if-

ferences between black and white ch·ildren 's running times,
and {c) the differences between

first-~

se~ond-~

and third-

graders' running times.
Four hundred eight students were cluster sampled· from
grades 1, 2, and 3 to participate in a 6-we·ek training program.

Any children who had

questio~able

medical problems

were excluded from the program.

',<·

A 3-week pretraining program in which pacing was the
main objective was taught to all groups.

The groups were·.

also instructed that no racing was allowed.
then divided into six training groups.
either 1, 2, 3, or 4 days per week.

Each grade was

Four groups ran

The fifth group ran

only 1 lap, 2 days per week, for 6 weeks.
in small gr-oups at 15-second intervals~

All subjects ran
A star· was received

by each student, for motivational pUrposes, whenever· 'he/she
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improved over the previous time.

Any student with a signif-

icantly better running time was moved to a faster group.
The control group, or sixth group, continued to participate
in their regular physical education classs in which no
aerobic training exercises were taught.
During the experimental period the groups ran the following distances:

(a) the 4-day-per-week group ran 18 miles,

(b) the 3-day-per-week group ran 13.5 miles,
per-week group ran 9 miles,
4.5 miles, and

(c) the 2-day-

(d) the 1-day-per-week group ran

(e) the 1-lap-twice-a-week group ran 3 miles.

Data from a pre and post 1-mile run-walk test were analyzed
to determine the effects of the training programs on cardiovascular endurance.

Results indicated that the groups

training 3 and 4 days per week improved significantly over
all other groups.

·No significant increase in performance

occurred for either the control group or the group that ran
440 yards twice a week for 6 weeks.

Nevertheless, it was

found that the group which trained only 1 day per week had a
significant increase in performance.

Boys performed signif-

iGantly (.01 level) better than girls, but running times between the black and white boys and girls indicated no significant difference.
Based on the data collected, Detweiler drew four conelusions:

(a) that frequent training results in improved
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cardiovascular endurance,

(b)

that boys are far super'ior to

girls in cardiovascular endurance,

(c) that there is no sig-

nificant difference between black and white students in regard to endurance capacity, and (d) that third-grade students are superior to second- and first-grade students in
endurance capacity,

but that second-grade students are not

significantly superior to first-grade students in endurance.
The primary purpose of a study conducted by Gordon,
Thompson, and Alspaugh

(1973) was to determine the relative

importance of various physical education objectives for
kindergarten through second grade as perceived by specialists in the field.

The physical education objectives were

broken down into five general areas:

mental development,

body handling pattern development, object handling pattern
development, physical development, and social development.
After reviewing the literature, the researchers developed a set of 100 behavioral objectives, 20 for each of the
5 general areas included in the study.

Five elementary

physical education specialists evaluated and critiqued the
obj9ctives.
Of a group of 89 experts in elementary physical education,

63 specialists from 26 different states completed a

Q-sort of 100 objectives.

Items were rated from 0 to 10.

An analysis of the data indicated that the objectives
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related to social development, mental development and body
handling pattern development were perceived by physical educators to be of equal value.

·It appeared that within the

area of social development the highest priority was the
ability to follow the directions of the teacher.

In the

area of mental development, the important items were body
image and spatial awareness.

Top priority in the object

handling pattern development seemed to be concerned with
simple and direct tasks of throwing, hitting, bouncing, and
receiving objects.

Within the physical development area it

appeared that highest priority involved the use of the arms
and hands with concern for coordinated movements.
In conclusion, Gordon, Thompson, and Alspaugh reported
that a well-rounded physical education program is needed at
the elementary school level.

The program should involve

mental development, body handling pattern development, object handling pattern development, social development, and
physical development.
Hrkal (1977) conducted a study to determine if preschool age children were capable of attaining the mature
pattern of the

ov~rarm

thr"'ow.

The study was also designed

to gather information on whether the subjects would attain
des i£na ted previous stages of the over· arm throw before
reaching the mature pattern.

For use in this study, the
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overarm throw was broken down into five stages; stage one
being the lowest and stage five being the highest.
Thirty-eight subjects from the Grosvenor Nursery School
in London, Ontario, Canada, were selected by a screening
process {description not inc1uded) which required the throwing of a ball at a picture on the wall.

Only those children

who performed at the lowest level were included in the study.
The children selected were then divided into three groups,
two experimental and one control.

Each experimental group

was further divided into three smaller groups to decrease
child-instructor ratio.
The control group received no programming, whereas both
experimental groups received 12 instructional lessons extending over a 6-week time period.

Both experimental groups

received 5 minutes of instruction in body awareness activities.

This was followed by 10 minutes of instruction in

ball throwing:

(a) experimental group I received instruc-

tion at stage V (mature stage); (b) experimental group II
received instruction progressively in all ball-throwing
stages.

Instructional lessons for both groups concluded

with 5 minutes of games incorporating throwing.
All children were videotaped during the pre, post, and
post-post ball throwing tests and were rated by the same
examiner.

·Children were permitted five throws during each
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testing session.

·Data were collected and analyzed statis-

tically.
Based on the statistical findings, Hrkal concluded that
the subjects in both experimental groups were unable to attain stage V after the 12 training sessions.

It appeared

that stage V was too advanced for the preschool aged child
in terms of coordinating the body parts into a smooth sequence of movements.

There was no significant difference

between groups in the learning of the mature stage in terms
of both quality and time required to attain stage V.

The

final conclusion was that the relationship between the age
of subjects in the experimental groups and their ability to
acquire the mature stage is not significant,

indicating that

the ability to learn a new skill does not depend mainly on
chronological age but, more importantly, on readiness which
combines maturation and previous learning experiences.
Nestroy (1978) conducted a study to determine if any
difference in fitness levels existed between children taught
by a physical education specialist and those taught by a
classroom teacher.

The subjects tested included 43 second-

grade children from Blue Ridge Elementary School, Blue Ridge,
Texas, and 43 second-grade children from Anna Elementary
School, Anna, Texas.
Both groups participated in a daily 30-minute

acti~ity
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class in which identical curriculum guides were followed.
Data were collected though the administration of a modified
version of the AAHPER Youth Fitness Test during the fall and
spring quarters of the academic year 1976-77.

Comparisons

of the fall and spring scores for the specialist-taught
group revealed significant improvement on all test items except the flexed-arm hang for the girls and the flexed-arm
hang and shuttle run for the boys.

Performances by the non-

specialist-taught Groups decreased on all test items with
the exception of the softball throw for distance for the
boys.
Nestroy concluded that those children who participate
in physical education programs taught by physical education
specialists appear to increase their fitness performance
levels.

Second-grade girls appear to benefit more from

specialist-taught physical education programs than do boys.
Mahmoud (1979) investigated the effects of instruction
and practice on the overarm throwing ability and patterns of
preschool children.

A secondary purpose was to determine

the best combination of selected temporal and kinematic factors and anthropometric measures for predicting throwing
distance and improvement based on distance gained.
Fifteen boys and fifteen girls from three private day
care centers in Eugene, Oregon, whose ages ranged from 45
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months to 71 months served as subjects •.,. ·Standard
metric measurement techniques were .utilized.

.anthropo~.·.:

In addition,

·J.

a super 8 mm high speed motion picture camera was used to
film subjects during the prethrow.

and~p~sttest

of the ove.rarm

The test used in this study·was simply to throw a

tennis ball as far as possible
pattern.

usingJ~·the

overarm throwing,.

Each subject was allowed":.five warm-up throws prior

to the actual testing. in yJh ich three ,·r:tr ials were filmed and
measured.
Camera speed was set at 100 frames per second, and a
lateral view of each performance was filmed.

A stop action

projector was used for observing all films and acquiring the
necessary data for analysis.

A form score was assessed for

the three trials of each subject in accordance with a checklist of six factors identified as part of a mature throwing
pattern.

These data were then statistically analyzed.

The findings indicated that there were significant
changes in throwing ability form and stride length from preto posttest and that significant differences existed in
throwing ability, form, and velocity of the ball between
sexes.
Mahmoud concluded that the 4-week experimental period
had a positive effect on the throwing ability and pattern of
the preschool children and that the boys exhibited better
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throwing ability and a more mature throwing pattern than the
girls.

Both groups of subjects appeared to benefit from the

experimental treatment.
The preceding literature indicated that children who
experience structured physical education programs during the
elementary school years exhibit higher gross motor performance levels than children who do not.

Because structured

physical education programs usually begin at the firstgrade level, research designed to determine the benefits of
physical education for preschool children is negligible.

'.1

·'f,

',

:::

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES FOLLOWED IN THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE STUDY
The present study entailedca comparison of three gross
motor performance components: ( r"unning,· skipping, and throwing) of a group of

6-year~old

·first-grade ch-ildren who had

received previous physical;education ·instruction and a group
of 6-year-old first-grade children who -had· not received prev ious physical education in st ruc,tion.

,The procedures fo 1-

lowed in the development of the, study are described in this
chapter under the following headings:

Sources of Data, Pre-

1 imina r y Pro c e d u res , S e l e c t ion and De s c r i p t ion of the In-· 1.,
strument, Selection of Subjects, Collection of Data, Treatment of Data, and Preparation of

the·~,Final

Written Report.

Sources of Data
The data utilized in this study were gathered from documentary and human sources.

Documentary sources included

available books, periodicals, microfilms, published studies,
and unpublished reports

of_rese~rc~

related to the study.

The human sources of data included: .the investigator and 60
first-grade children from The Lampljghter School Inc. in
25

,·
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Dallas, Texas, and Rayburn .El·ementary" School· in' Grand
Prairie, Texas.
Preliminary Procedures
The investigator surveyed, studied, and assimilated the
l

available documentary and selected human sources related to
I

all aspects of the study.

(

Permission to conduct the study

was secured from the administrators of The Lamplighter
School Inc. and Rayburn Eiementary ~chool.

Parental permis-

sions were obtained for the students tested.

The investiga-

tor sought and obtained permission to conduct the present
study from the Human Subjects Review Committee at the Texas
'·

Woman's University, Denton, Texas.
The tentative outline for the thesis was developed and
presented in a thesis committee meeting at the College of
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation at Texas Woman's
~.

University, Denton, Texas.

!

-

A copy of the

re~ised

and ap-

proved outline of the study was filed in the form of a prospectus in the Office of the Provost of Graduate Studies at
the Texas Woman's University, Denton, Texas.
Selection and Description of the

In~trument

The instrument used in the collection of data for this
investigation was selected according to the following criteria:

(a) the instrument must be reJiable,· obje·ctive, and
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valid; (b) the instrument must include.tests for running,
skipping, and throwing; (c) the instrument must be applicable to both. girls and boys in the first

g~ade;

(d) the in-

strument must be simple to organize •. administer, score, and
interpret for the administrator;

(e) the instrument or its

components must be easily administered within the limits of
a formal observation period;

(f)

the~instrument

must re-

quire equipment that is available or easily obtained; and.
(g) the instrument must require performances that are safe,
interesting and challenging, and within the capabilities of
the children to be tested.
The Ohio State University Scale of Intra-Gross Motor
.

I

•

Assessment (OSU-SIGMA) (Loovis & Ersing, 1979), a criterion
referenced assessment tool designed for children ages 6
through 14 years, met the above established criteria and
was selected as the evaluation instrument for this study.
This tool examines the qualitative aspects of 11 basic motor
skills.

The skills of running, throwing, and skipping were

selected from the instrument for use in this study.

A de-

scription of these test items appears in Appendix B.

Each

basic skill has four developmental levels ranging from
Level 1, least mature performance, to Level 4, mature func;I

'

tional skill.
Ea~h

test component is rated on a scale from 0 to 4, 0
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being the lowest and 4 being ·the highest possible score.
Each of the subjects is given 4 trials on each test item.
The highest trial score is then recorded for final analysis.
The subjects are observed from the side, front, and back
while performing each test item.
The OSU-SIGMA has face validity.

Test-retest relia-

bility coefficients for the items selected for use in this
study were reported by
.5294, {b) throwing,

th~

.9167,

authors as being:

(a) running,

and (c) skippin-g,

.8222.

Selection of the Subjects
The subjects for this study were the first-grade children of Lamplighter School Inc., Dallas, Texas, and Rayburn
Elementary School, Grand Prairie, Texas.

The following cri-

teria were established for the selection of subjects:
subjects must be of normal grade placement;

(a)

(b) subjects

must be 6 years of age at the time of testing and no older
than 6 years 11 months;

(c) subjects must be free of physi-

cal abnormalities which would interfere with performance;
(d~

subjects from the Lamplighter School Inc. must have been

enrolled in their respective school for the previous 2
years; and (e) subjects from the Rayburn Elementary School
must have been enrolled in their respective school for the
current fall term.
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Upon the basis of the criteria established, 60
grade boys and girls were selected for the study.

~irst-

The group

with previous physical education instruction consisted of 17
girls and 13 boys.

The group with no previous physical edu-

cation instruction consisted of 17 girls and 13 boys.

All

subjects ranged in age from 6 years 0 months to 6 years 11
months.
Collection of Data
Prior to the initial testing dates, appropriate equipment and facilities had to be acquired.

Since the items to

be tested did not require any specific equipment except a
tennis ball, tests were easily administered.

Sufficient

amount of space was required for the children to accomplish
their full running gait.
All tests were administered outdoors.

A 50-yard run-

ning strip was made available for the children when running.
A section of the school building was used for the children
to throw the tennis ball against.

When skipping, the 50-

yard distance was used to allow the children ample space.
An individual score sheet was prepared for recording
the scores of each test component for each student in the
group.

A score of I

to 4 was marked in the appropriate

spa.ce a ceo t"d in g to the cr-iteria set forth by the test instrument.

Each of' the subjPCtS was given 4 trials on each
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test item.

·The highest score was then recorded for

analysi~

A copy of the score sheet may be found in Appendix C.
The three test components were administered to all the
subjects in a 1-day session at each of the schools during
the month of October, 1980.

The children were scheduled and

tested individually on each item.

After being tested on the

first item, the children were instructed to stand and wait
quietly in line for the next test item.

All the test items

were scheduled during an hour of formal observation.

The

investigator personally administered and scored all the
tests.
Individual reports and test results were prepared and
made available to those parents who requested such data.
The raw data of all subjects may be found in Appendix D.
Treatment of Data
Following the administration of the OSU-SIGMA, scores
on the three dependent variables (running, throwing, and
skipping) were analyzed by the Mann-Whitney U-test.

The

Mann-Whitney U-test is a non-parametric analytic tool to be
used with ordinal data.
and achieving the

~

After obtaining the ordinal data

scores, the three dependent variables

were compared at the .05 level.
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Preparation of the Written Report
The preparation ·of the final report of the study entailed writing each chapter, submitting it to the members of
the thesis committee for suggestions and corrections, and
revising each chapter in accordance with the recommendations
of the committee members.

The findings of the study were

presented and interpreted, conclusion was drawn, a bibliography of relevant research was included, and recommendations
for further studies were made.

CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION OF THE FINDINGS
This chapter includes the results of the statistical
analysis of the data and a discussion of the findings.

The

purpose of this study was to determine if any difference
existed in the gross motor performance of first-grade children who had received previous physical ·education instruction as compared with first-grade children who had not received previous physical education instruction.
Data were collected through the administration of three
gross motor items selected from the Ohio State Scale of
Intra-Gross Motor Assessment (OSU-SIGMA) to both the children with previous physical education instruction and the
children with no previous physical education instruction.
The three test items were administered to all subjects during the month of October, 1980.
The raw scores were analyzed by the Mann-Whitney U-test
(Siegel, 1956), a non-parametric measure with ordinal classification of data.

Because of the large number of ties in

the test scores, the Mann-Whitney LJ with correction for ties
was applied to find the

appropriate~

score.

The results

of the statistical treatment of tl1e data are presented in
32
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both tabular and narrative form.
Description of the Subjects
All 60 subjects used in the present study were enrolled
in first grade during the 1980-1981 school year and ranged
in age from 6 years, 0 months to 6 years, 11 months.

Tho

description of the subjects included findings on running,
throwing, and skipping.
Comparisons of ratings for the two groups on running,
throwing, and skipping can be found in Tables 1, 2, and 3
respectively.

The highest of four trial scores was record-

ed as each subject's ·rating and was used for final analysis.
Running
Running, a locomotor movement of gross motor performance, was the first item assessed.

Each subject was in-

structed to run as fast as he or she could so that an
accurate measurement could be taken.

A distance of 20

yards was marked off for each trial.

Table 1 presents the

total number of ratings, at each level of performance, for
all subjects in both groups.
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Table 1
Ratings by Groups on Running

Ratings

P.E. Group
(n=30)

Non-P.E. Group
{n=30)

4

28

20

3

1

10

2

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

According to Table 1,

28 of the 30 subjects in the

group with previous physical education instruction achieved
a rating of 4.

In the group without any previous physical

education instruction,

20 of the 30 subjects received a

ing of 4 and 10 received a

rat-

rating of 3.

Throwing
Throwing was used to measure the children's ability to
perform a complex gross motor skill.

Each subject was in-

structed to throw a regulation size tennis ball as hard as
possible at a wall from a distance of 20 feet.

The raw

data were collected by the test administrator for analysis.
The total number of ratings at each level of performance
for all subject'

in both groups is presented in Table 2.
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Table 2
Ratings by Groups on Throwing

Ratings

P.E. Group
(n=30)

Non-P.E. Group
(n=30)

4

18

13

3

9

10

2

3

6

1

0

1

0

0

0

According to Table 2, 18 of the 30 subjects in the
group with previous physical education instruction achieved
a rating of 4, 9 received a rating of 3, and 3 received a
rating of 2.

In the group without any previous physical

education instruction, 13 of the 30 subjects received a rating of 4, 10 received a rating of 3, 6 received a rating of
2, and 1 received a rating of 1.
Skippino
The skip, a locomotor movement involving total gross
motor performance, was the third test item.

Each subject

was instructed to "do the best possible job" while skipping
a distance of 20 yards.

The raw data were collected by the

test administrator for analysis.

Table 3 presents the total
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number of ratings at each level of performance for all sub- ·
jects in both groups.
Table 3
Ratings by Groups on Skipping

Ratings

P.E. Group
{n=30)

Non-P.E. Group
(n=30)

4

27

10

3

16

2

0

0

1

0

4

0

0

0

3

-

According to Table 3, 27 of the 30 subjects in the
group with previous physical education instruction achieved
a rating of 4 and 3 received a rating of 3.

In the group

without any previous physical education instruction, 10 of
t~e

30 subjects received a rating of 4, 16 received a rat-

ing of 3, and 4 received a rating of 1.
Comparison of Groups
To determine if significant differences existed between
groups on the three variables, a Mann-Whitney U-test was
computed.

The results appear in Table 4.
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Table 4
Differences in Ratings between Groups

Skill

z score

Throwing

.432;:

Skipping

5. 023*

*Significant at .05, with a criti'cal value of 1:.96.
''"'

1

fl

Table 4 presents the comparison of z scores for all
three test items.

A~

score greater than the critical value
(

of 1.96 was necessary for significance at the .05 level.
The z score for the component of running was .equal to 3.407,
with an actual probability of .0003.
at the .05 level,

This was significant
'i

indicating a difference between groups.
(

~

f'

_.

•'"

'.

The z sccre of .432 for the component throwing was below the
critical value of 1.96, therefore not significant.

The z

score for the component skipping was equal to 5.023, with
an actual probability greater than .0003.

This was signifi-

cant at the .05 level indicating a difference between the
two groups.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, DISCUSSION, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES

Summary
Children have an insatiable appetite for moving, performing, and being active.

They run for the sheer joy of

running, and activity for them is the essence of living.
Movement or motor activity is a major component of the
preschool child's -life.

Because the motor skills of early

childhood form the foundation for the fine and gross motor
skills refined during the school years, the young child
needs a broad range of early sensory and motor experiences
(Rarick, 1976; McClenaghan

&

Gallahue, 1978; Luebke, 1981).

Despite agreement by authorities from diverse educational fields on the importance of early motor activity,

re-

search has not verified many assumptions about the movement
capabilities and needs of young children.

In fact, very

little research has been done with this population.
( F 1 inch um, I 97 5; Rar· i c k, 1980) •
The rev1ew of related literature indicated that the
present study did not duplicate any previous investigations.
Research in the gross motor skill area of lower elementary
38
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school children is negligible.

·Seve~al·s~udies,

however,

have been conducted at the upper elementary·school level to
analyze the gross motor ability of ;these. children..

Whittle

(1955) reported that participation in good physical education programs at the elementary schooL level contributed to
superior performance in various skills .. , Such effective elements included basic strength,

motor educa--

motor~.,fitness,

b i 1 it y , and mu s c u 1 a r e x p 1 '? s i v e power . ; · : Sin c 1 air ( 1 9 71 )
identified the following seven

charac~eristics

as signifi-

cant in the movement development of the;:young child:
dyna.mic balance,

(b) opposition

and.symm~try,

(a)

(c) total body

assemqly, (d) rhythmic locomotion, ,(e.) eye-hand: efficiency,
(f) aqi)ity, and (g) postural adjustment.,

Masche (1960)

concluded that participation in a structured program of motor skills effectively improved performance.

A structured

program of instruction was found to:· be·"more challenging and
interesting than a program of low organization play and
movement exploration.
Hanson (1961) found that kindergarten boys and girls
could learn to modify and improve their pattern of the overhand throw and that throwing patterns deve.loped in a specific manner with regard to efficiency.

Mahmoud (1979) con-

cluded that a 4-week experimental period had an effect on
the throwing ability and pattern of: preschool children and
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that boys exhibited better throwing ability and a more mature throwing pattern than girls.

Miller (1954) concluded

that the accuracy of a throw could be improved through instruction.
Mackes (1971) concluded that there was a sequence of
emergence of the elements in the movement pattern of sliding.
There was no relationship,

however, between the number and

degree of elements or the number and degree of deviations in
the movement pattern of sliding.
Alspaugh (1973)

Gordon,

Thompson, and

reported that a well-rounded physical educa-

tion program was needed at the elementary school level.
program should involve mental development,
ment,

and physical development.

The

social develop-

Nestroy (1978) concluded

that those children who participated in physical education
programs taught by physical education specialists increased
their fitness performance levels far more than children
taught by nonspecialists.

Hanson

(1961),

Miller (1954),

and Nestroy (1978) concluded that girls benefit more from
instructional physical education programs than boys.
The literature (Whittle,

1955; Masche,

1960; Nestroy,

1978) also revealed that children who experience structured
physical education programs during the elementary school
years exhibited higher gross motor performance levels than
children who did not.

Therefore,

physical education
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programs should be a part of ,the preschool education program.
The present study entailed a comparison of the status
of three motor performance components (running, throwing,
and skipping) of 6-year-old first-grade children who had
previous physical education instruction, with that of 6-yearold first-grade children who had no previous physical education instruction.

The

su~jects

were enrolled in the Lamp-

lighter School Inc., Dallas, Texas, and the Rayburn Elementary School, Grand Prairie, Texas.
of 30 subjects.

Both groups consisted

Data were collected through the administra-

tion of the Ohio State University Scale of Intra-Gross Motor
Assessment (OSU-SIGMA) in October of 1980.

Following the

administration of the test, the raw data were analyzed.
To determine if there were any significant differences
in motor performance scores between the two groups, the
Mann-Whitney U-test with correction for ties was used.

All

three variables were analyzed at the .05 level.
The following findings were obtained from the study:
1.

Analysis of the running scores between the two

grotJps revealed that the group who had previous physical education instruction was significantly superior, at the

.05

level, to the group who had no pr-evious physical education
instruction.
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2.

Analysis of the skipping scores between the two

groups revealed that the group who had previous physical
education instruction was significantly superior, at the .05
level, to the group who had no previous physical education
instruction.
3.

Analysis of the throwing scores between the two

groups revealed that there was no significant difference between the group who had previous physical education instruction and the group who had no previous physical education
instruction.
Based upon the findings of the study, the investigator
rejected the following hypothesis at the .05 level of significanc~:

There is no significant difference in the gross mo-

tor performance scores of first-grade children who have received previous physical education instruction and firstgrade children who have not received previous physical education instruction.
Conclusion of the Study
The findings in this study appeared to justify the following conclusion:

Within the limitations of this investi-

gation, 6-year-old first-grade children who participate in a
preschool physical education program appear to increase
tl1eir motor skill performance more by 6 years of age than
children who have not participated in preschool physical
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education.

Running and skipping were mpre easily learned

by the preschool child than throwing which is a more complex skill that is mastered at a later age.
Discussion
Although several factors may have' affected the· findings
of this study, the most influentiai' factor" ap'peared 'to be
the assessment tool.

The OSU-SIGMA was easy to administer,

but allowed .the rating of test components on a scale of only
.t

0 to 4.

;

l

'. "

~

I

\

/

;

'

This did not provide a broad enough range to ade-

quately distinguish between s_k_ill l,eyels.

~t

appe~rs,

therefore, that the OSU-SIGMA would be more useful
as
a
:r
.
'
•. F'J

screening device than an as.sess<ment tool.. ,

.~ore

formation regarding the three motor variables
have been obtained if an assessment

~ool

specific in-

wou~d

probably

which rated motor

performances on a scale 0 to 10 had been used.

Such an in-

strument would result in ,a wider range ?f scores and, thus,
would more adequately differentiate between skill levels.
Motivation was a factor which may have affected the
findings.

Primary grade school children have not reached

the competitive age.
sor~al

per·for·rnance.

They are primarily interested in perTesting at this age level may be very

t i rn e -con s urn in g because of t he lac k ..of a c t i v i t y f o r t h o s e
waiting to be tested.
chiJd:--cn

Therefore, testing three to four
::.~'·'

at a time would make the testing procedure less
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time consuming and less monotonous for the children waiting
to be tested.
These findings appear to support the value of providing
early developmental motor experiences for preschool and primary age children.

The early development of skillful gross

motor performance prepares the child for successful participation in sport-related activity throughout life.
Recommendations for Further Studies
Further research is needed in all phases of elementary
school physical education, particularly at the

primary-gr~ade

level and in such areas as gross motor performance testing,
levels of motor skill ability, physical fitness testing, and
the influence that a preschool physical education program
has on gross motor performance.

The following recommenda-

tions are suggested for further studies:
I.

A follow-up of the present study using a larger

sample of the population.
2.

A study similar to the present one using an assess-

ment tool wt.ich provides a more accurate description of each
child's level of motor skill performance.
3.

A study similar to the present one in which the

gross motor ability levels of kindergartners involved in a
pr·cschool physical education program are examined.
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4.

A study to determine the ideal age level at ,which

gross motor skills can be taught through physical education
instruction.
5.

A survey study to determine the status of pre-

school physical education programs in the state of Texas.

APPENDIX A
PERMISSION LETTERS
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Cra nd Prairie
Independenl 0s;hool

Dislricl

OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL
(274)

RA~'BUR.N ELEME.VTAR~' SCHOOL
2800 Re.6c:~ma.

264-8900

Glta.nd PllcUJt .ie, Te.xM 750 5 1

December 19, 1980

Dear t-Ar •

Thomas ,

It·w~s

a pleasure to see you were

our agreeT.ent with the

testi~

abl~

to fulfill

of our first grace

students this year.
If we can be of

f~ther

assistar.ce to you and

y0ur project, please let us know.

(
"
'
\
.
a
Sincerely,

l-;}; 1 \,1;7 /'ib:ht./
._,v, c.· ~j (F.... -.':-"''
.

I I··'

u... •

~

!'\.

·a~~~on

t.J

'""'"---,

'

°ri~~;~a~
•

-~·--:-'

...

Rayburn Elementary Scheel
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TheLarnplighterSchool
11611 Inwood Road, Dallas, Texas 75229 ZH/369-9201

Direc:uw:
Miss Pat Martintfy

December 12, 1980

Graduate Committee
Texas Woman's University
Denton, Texas
Re:

Donald Tomas

Mr. Tomas has been granted permission to pursue the testing
program connected with his thesis proposal at The Lamplighter
School, Dallas, Texas and to involve only the students in
first grade for whom he has received permission forms.
He also has been Instructed to work within the framework
of the information listed in the letter/form that was sent
to parents on ~ovember 11, 1980

'--Ia~
Pat lfattingly
Director

PM/ de

Board o{Trus~ees, £r:i( Jons.son. Cllllrman. ~Irs G<orste V Charlton. \"ice Clumm.n. ~Irs. Lilli..ln ~t. Sndsh:Jw. ~Irs. Henri Bromberg
.~ EMI Culll.!tn. Jr .. \lr). Robert Dennud.lro ridds. Lee f:io:e!>. Gc:rlld f"romerhoU.>e. ~lr,. C.'urlcs tl:lms ..Vt."lur Hewett. Dr. DonJ.ld }Jckson
~In H. D. Johr.son Ill. ~~~~ :"elle iohn.~tun ..\Irs !3rvce ]orc1J.n. 8:~-rron 1\iad. !.~ter Le"l-.·. Dr. G.:orge .\lcCncken. ~Irs wnr:u:l .\lcf:lchc:m.
Dr. Clemen ~lich:lel. Dr Gcor~e ,\lutuhegtm . .\Irs i\e~ 0\'erc::uh. ~Irs. G.:o~e ~v. ~lr5. Edward .St.JIC".Jp, 9Jmcy Young
Honorary TmSII!t!S: ~IN. ~Jtllie ~IUI'n'\"; ~hs.s ~!Jflet.l s~n
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Consent Form
TEXAS WOMAN'S UNIVERSITY
HUMAN RESEARCH REVIEW COMMITTEE
Consent to Act as a Subject for Research and Investigation:
The following information is to be read to or read by the subject.
One
copy of this form, signed and witnessed, must be given to each subject.
A second copy must be retained by the investigator for filing with the
Chairman of the Human Subjects Review Committee.
A third copy may be
made for the investigator's files.
I hereby authorized

Donald Lee Tomas

to perform the following

procedure(s) or investigation(s):
To test your child in running, throwing, and skipping by means of
a formal observation period which will take no more than 10 to 15
minutes. The testing will be done inside the building. Your
child's scores will remain confidential and will not be shown to
anyone else.
To retain confidentiality, all children ',A/ill be
given a number.
Your child is free to withdraw his consent and
to discontinue participation in the project at any time. The results of the data collected and the final written report will be
available to you upon request.
If you have any questions concerning the specific testing procedures, please feel free to contact Don Tomas at the following
telephone numbers:
Lamplighter School
(214) 369-9201
Home (214) 934-8677

The procedure or investigation listed above has been explained to me by
Donald L. Tomas.
I understand that the procedures or investigation described above involve the following possible risks or discomforts:
There are no potential risks to your child involved in the study.
I underst3nd that the procedures and investigation described above have
the following potential benefits to myself and/or others:
The ability to enhance the superior performance of your child's
gross motor ability in running, throwing, and skipping.
I understand that:

No medical service or compensation is provided to
subjects by the university as a result of injury
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from participation in the research.
An offer to answer all of my questions regarding the study has been
made.
If alternative procedures are more advantageous to me, they have
been explained.
I understand that I may terminate my participation in
the study at any time.

(Subject's signature)

(Date)

(If the subject is a minor, or otherwise unable to sign, complete the
follovJing):
Subject is a minor (age

--- ),

or is unable to sign because:

Signatures (required):

Father

Date

Mother

Date

Guardian

Date

Witness (one required)

Date
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TEXhS WOMAN'S U~!VERSZTY
Box 23717 TWC S~ation
Denton, Texas 76204

REVIE~

HUMAN SUbJECTS
Name of

COM~ITTEE

Investigator: Dopalc lee Iomac:

Cente=:

Den~o-

h d C. r e s s : _ _5:...6~"...J..._.S"'r""'·r._.1...
· n.J.<~~o.-\:w1 g.._1....1..._e~v,;:_.-"RI.lad"-'-~'-~L2._.?0..!8"--------D at e : ..Q c t ob e.,.. ., ., ,

Da1Jac:, IX

, 9. 8 0

?~?kQ

Dear_~D~o~n~a~l~o~·~L~e~e_.T~om~a~"------------------------

Your

study

en~itled

A

Co'iipc .. jsor: pf

the

Grcec:

}.1Qt-o.,..

Perfc::nance

cf Selected First Graderc

has been reviewed by a committee of the Human Subjects Review
Committee ar.d it appears to meet our re~uiremer.ts in regard
to protection of the individual'~ rights.
Please be re~inded that both,the Unive=sity and the Depa:~
of Health, Education, and Welfare regulations typically
require that signatu~es indicating informed consent be obtained
from all human subjects in your studies.
~hese are to be filec
with the Human s~cjects Revie~ Committee.
Any exception to t~is
requirement is noted below.
Furthermore, according to DHEW regulations, another review by the Committee is required if your
project changes.
~ent

hny special provisions
belo.,..:

pertaini~g

to your study are

no~ed

hcc to ir.fo~meo consent form:
No medical service or compensation is prov1oed to subjects by the University as a
result o! inj~ry from par~icipation in resea=ch.
_ _ _ hdd to informed consent fcrm:
!
OF ~y PUES':'IO~~y:;.:RE CONST!Tt:TES
J.S h SUE2EC~ ~~ THIS RESLhRCE.
_ _ _ The

UNDERSTAN~
~y

!NF8RMED

THAT THE
CON5E~7

RET~RN

TO ;.:7

fili~g

Revie~

of signatures c: subjects "dth the Hun1an Sub:.ect.s
Committee is not required.

_ _ _ 0-:her:

__x_·_No special provisi:>ns
cc:

G=aduate School
Project Director
Director of School or
Chai:::man of ~epar~er.t.

apply.
Sincerely,

~'1~
Cha!~~an,

Human Subjects
Review Committee

at

Denton
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DESCRIPTION OF TEST ITEMS

~

.~Vf:L

I

None

z

Q

~p.

0

~

tJ

~

1967

lalverson (Personal
Interview), 1975

1971

urnett nnd Johnson,

ts~nschaclc,

The child wnlk~ wlth
rnpld or increased
p<lcc for at le<lst five
:ect in two out of
:hrec trinls.
Characteri!lt:ics of
:hi~ b~h;wior <lre quick
1p <Jml down movements
~f the knees.

~

~mn in a ~tanding
}O!;ition an•l with the
;gtx<lmtner
01pproximately
u
.
H :wenty-fiv~ f~et in
~ .ront of him,

i18

til

SIGMI\

~S~UIPMENT:

O.~.tJ.

Wickstrom, 1970

ing behaviors in two out of
three trials:
a. holcls nrms in a slightly
bent ponition with lmnds at
"lppr.md.miltely wni.st lev(~l and
moves them hack ;md forth
partially across the front of
hls body,
1,. moves arms in opposl.tion
(right nrm forwnrd when left
leg is forward),
c. ~winqs knee outwr1rd when
bringing leg forward to give
appcar;mce of toeing out,
d. requires " broad base of
support when running, i.e.,
feet nppcar to land outside
of hips.

nm1 demonstr<ltes the follow-

poTF.:This behavior is be~t
from the side.

NCYT'P.: Thls hchavJor is best
obnervecl from b~hintl.

The chll.d runs and dcmonThe child runs and demon. . tr.ates the following behavst:r.ate5 the following be.ors in two out of three
hn.v iors i.n two out of three
·rials:
trials:
a. moves arms, held at apa. holds arms in a clenrly
bent position with hands
'roximately rlght ;mgl.P.s, in
just below shoulder level
~pposltion to the legs (right
rm forward when left leg is
ilnrl swings them acro5s in
orward) with large movements
front of his body and then
forward and backward along
hilck and n.wny just below
~ide of body,
shoulder lcvf'l,
b. mover1 nrms in oppo~ition b. swings leg forward
to the leg5 (right ann for- ~ausing the heel to pass
h1ose to the buttock; the
wnrd when left leg is forknee is raised to npproxiward),
nately waist level,
c. swlng!l knee under hlp
c. swings forw.:~rd leg well
when br.inginq leg forward,
<1head of body bt?.fore foot
d. ~wings leg bnckwards
Lands on the floor,
across mid-llne of hody
d. places foot of for.ward
before moving l<'g for.ward
(NOTE: t:::-unk may twist back ~wlnglng leg on t.h~ floor in
;:md forth to <tsslst in cror;-~;"1 nearly flat manner and ln a
slng the mid-line during the straight llne,
b<Jckwnn1 swing of leg).
e. runs with total non
support--both feet off tho
floor. togP. ther.
W.icb;t.rom, 1970
Fortney, 1963
W.ickslrom, 1970

I ob~erved

~a~

t..EVEIJ IV

s~c

JJEVEJJ III

Runnlng

The child attempts to run

Snme

LEVEL II

SKH.L OF

(}1

w

0

0•

~

Gutteridg~.

tjfrms

Throw._t_'n_g..___

1939

NOTE: 1\sk child

~U.d, 193G

The child throw!J the tennis
mll in the direction of the
!Xaminer and demonstrates th~
.oll.owlng behaviors ln two 0ut
f three trial~:
a. uses a single-hnnded throw
ith the m:m ~winging in a
idearm (rlght to left or vice
ersn) motion, aml the di.rec:ion of swing is el ther downard or flat,
b. twists upp~r borly back~:lrds to side of throwing arm
lud.ng backswing then forward
:o side oppcsito throwing arm
·1ur:iJ1q throw,
c. no movement of feet.

Snme

----

LEVf:!L 1I

The chil'l throws the
,.. ball in the direc:ion of the examiner
pncl demonstrC\tes the
~ollowing behaviors in
FWO out of three trials:
a. uses a two- h;mded
'U~h or throw with both
in unison,
~ b. no twisting of the
~ 1p~r body
~

uu

~8

(-4 H
U)f-o

::>KI r~t. OF

I

IJiWEL IV

Wild, 1930

1'he chi td throws the· ten1'he child throws the tennis
nis b;\ll in th~ direction
ball in the direction of the
Of the exilmi.ncr: and nP.mon- lexamlner and demonstrateS the
r;tr<ttcs the following behav-foll.owing bchnviors .i.n two
ior!; in two out of three
out of three trials:
trials:
a. uses a single-handed
"· uses a single-h;mded
throw w.i.th the arm :::winging
throw with the arm swinging in a !Jid~~ar.m (right t:o left
in a ~id~nrm (riqht to left or vlce versa motion, and
or vlce vers:l) motion, and the direct .ion -of swing is
thn direction of swing is
downward,
h. twists upper body bnckdownwnrd,
h. t.w:i..stn upper body b:tck- wards and shifts wt:!tght to
'-"ards to side of throwing
foot on side of throwing arm
.,rm during backswL~g then
(]uring backswing,
forward to slde opposite
c. steps with leg on side
throwlng ann during throw, opposite throw.inq ilt:lO,
c. fnces tar.qet and steps
d. twlsts upper body for.ward
w.i.th leg on the silme side n .nfter shifting weight to foot
throw.i.ng nnn.
oppcsi.te throwing arm,
e. snaps wrist in process of
Wild, 1930
lreleasinq ball.

to throw the bnll ns "hard"las he can!

Stnmling in front of nnd
Standing in front of and
ten feC't from the cxnminer, fifteen (cet from the exilminer,

r.tWEL III

6" Rubber Pl;n·ground Ball and Tennis !!.:ll.-'1---------------------------~--

5tMcUng ht front of
liHl fivn feet fro"' thn
;Q hxnminer,

.t:VF.L I

;rF.sT EQIJIPHENT:

O.S.U. SIGH!\

~

01

None

I
Same

LEVEL II

SKII.J~

OF

~utteridge,

1939

-lellman, 1937

Same

LEVEL IV

Godfrey and Kephart, 1969
Gutteridge, 1939
Sinclair, 1973
\'1cllman, 1937

Godfrey and Kephart, 1969
Gutteridgc, 1939
McCaskill and W~llman,
Wellmiln, 1937

1939

trials t
a. alternates feet,
b. noes not use nrms in
opposition, if at all,
c. docs skipping pattern
slowly, nnci it ~ppenrs segmented (the chlld m<1y wnlk
or run for brief periods).

The child skips 4 or more
times consecutively and demonstrates th~ following behaviors in two out: of three
t.da.ls:
n. alternates feet,
b. uses arms in opposition
(right arm for:w<lrd when left
leg is forward) ,
c. executes skip with ease
and qood coordiniltion.

The chi.ld skips 4 or mort:!
tlmcs conr.ccutivcly nml dcmonstrnt~s the following behaviors ln two out of three

1-------------------------~-------------------

Snme

LEVEL I II

Skit:?rin_g....__ __

The ch:l.ld cannot skip
The child at temp_!:..:!_ to <'lo 4
t>ut will lik~ly demon1r more consecutive skips
;trnte nny of the folhlle doing a normal walking
.owing behaviors in two >r running pattern and demonmt of three trials:
,trntes the following behav"· running,
.ors in two out of three
r>l b. hopping,
:rinls:
~ c. leaping--take off
a. performs skip more often
~ 1ade from one ('tlOt and
:han not on the same leg
§ .anding on the alter- .hough not necessnrily ~onse~late foot,
:utivcly,
~ d. galloping-- combina- b. ho!.ds arms sidewards and.
·ion of walk and lenp.
.lightly bent with hands at
pproximately chest leveL

B
8

Ul

~1cn in a standing
'osltion and wlth the
5•xnminer approximately
~ ~!S feet in front of
~
lim,

,EVEL I

~ST ~urrm:NT:

0. S. U. ST.GHI\

01
01
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O.S.U.

The Individual ~fotor ProgTam
ana P.B.C. Cumulative Data-Profile

SIG·~

:.rame of Child

Sev

---------------------------------------------------------·

Birthdate

Height

------------------

------------------------~----·

Date
I

IB.~IC

SIG\lA..
Level

!\oTOR
h-\C"

P. B. C.
~
::.>

11.""\..Jl\.

~

.,

Date

Date

SIG'·tA.. P.B.C.
Level ,.....

SIQ!A.
Level

0

_..

>o..:

·~----------------

\'.'eight
Date

P.B.C.

SIG:,LA.
Level

? . 3. C.

••
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..:.

~L

tk
IB

..1..

.:>L •.l•._;<_

l..L.I..·~

I?\G

lrBi
I'~

0.
I

I
I .

lu. ~~l.'\l.-IG

,l~jrfr-1
liE I
lrBi
I

I

~

I

Hft

I Ihi

I

~

C,__J

I

KH

l!Ll

~

II

liB I

I

r

.I~
I IS

I~B !

~

:

~
UL.l
I I ... !
I
I ~ ... I
'
l~~--~~~~~~------~IrB_I~------~--~~I~3~l----~'----~'~I~3~i------~'----~:~r~3-!
________

,.
L
l...:. •

j_:,;}!..;.:::<O
I~G
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.
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i

1
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I

l...C-.1

I I3 i

I

I
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~
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Subscripts: "C' -- Completes all be:'1.avior ;:.1t"i teria and t:-izl c:-i ~eria for :ha-: level.
?,efers to a ?erfomance in Hhich trials ~ri:erion ::as not been ~or.:-;:le~ely zcc=m:;l.:she::.
··r3" -- Keiers to perfor.nance in Hhich the behaviuro.l criterion(s) has :;ot been CCii1?letely
ac.:cr.mlished.
· ':1" -- Indicates a ~hild refuses to ?articipate i:1 t!1e assessr.:ent :xocedure.
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Table A
OSU-SIGMA* Ratings for Subjects with No
Physical Education Experience
(n=30)

Subject

Sex

Running

1

F

4

3

4

2

F

3

3

4

3

F

4

4

3

4

F

3

1

3

5

F

4

3

4

6

F

3

4

3

7

F

4

2

1

8

F

3

4

4

9

F

4

2

4

10

F

3

3

4

11

F

4

3

3

12

F

4

4

4

13

F

3

3

3

14

F

3

2

3

15

F

4

2

4

16

F

4

2

4

17

F

4

3

3

18

M

3

4

3

19

M

4

4

3

20

M

3

3

3

21

M

4

4

3

22

M

4

4

1

23

M

4

4

3

24

M

4

4

3

25

M

4

4

3

Throwing

Skipping
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Table A Con't.

Subject

Running

26

M

4

3

3

27

M

4

4

1

28

M

4

4

1

29

M

4

2

4

30

M

3

3

3

*Highest possible rating = 4;
Lowest possible rating = 0.

Throwing

Skipping

Sex
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Table 8
OSU-SIGMA* Ratings for Subjects with Previous
Physical Education Experience
( n=30)

Subject

Sex

Running

I

F

4

2

4

2

F

4

2

4

3

F

4

3

3

4

F

4

3

4

5

F

4

4

4

6

F

4

4

4

7

F

4

3

4

8

F

4

3

4

9

F

4

2

4

10

F

4

3

4

II

F

4

4

4

12

F

3

4

4

13

F

4

3

4

14

F

4

3

4

15

F

4

4

4

16

F

2

3

4

17

F

4

4

3

18

M

4

4

4

19

M

4

4

4

20

M

4

4

4

21

M

4

4

4

22

M

4

4

4

23

M

4

3

4

24

M

4

4

4

25

M

4

4

4

Throwing

Skipping
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Table 8 Con't.

Subject

Sex

Running

26

M

4

4

4

27

M

4

4

4

28

M

4

4

4

29

M

4

4

4

30

M

4

4

3

possible rating = 4;
Lowest possible rating = 0.

"~•Highest

Throwing

Skipping
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